
Typological sketch

22. Morphology

Chantyal is overwhelmingly suffixing and agglutinative. There are only

two native prefixes — the negative prefixes {a-} and {tha-} on verbs and

adjectives.

Nouns are inflected for number (singular and plural) and case. The sin-

gular is unmarked, the plural has the suffix {-ma}, which precedes the case

affixes. The case affixes are, in fact, NP-final clitics. Below is a list of case

clitics and a set of descriptive labels6 used to identify them. Major variants

are listed, as are common case clitic combinations. Nepali borrowings are

identified by (N):

Absolute

Ergative/Instrumental

Ablative

Elative

Abessive-proximal

Dative

Allative

Locative

Inclusive

Adessive

Inessive

Genitive

Allative/Comitative

Comitative

Circumlative

Subessive

-0

-sa, -ha

-gam-sa, -r)-sa, -S3, -gam, -rj,

-kam, -kam, -kyam

-nfia-ri-gam-sa

-nasa-w

-ra

-nas

-ri

-ar) [with a few common nouns,

deictics, case clitics]

-cha [with the noun mfiun
'night']

-ra [in a few special expressions]

-muwa
-muwa-ri

-nfia-ri

-ye, -yi, -i

-sir), -sag, -sarja, -sarjga (N,

except? -sir))

-ru

-mar, -war

-pfiiri
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Sublative

Superessive

Temporal

Comparative/Temporal

Comparative/Temporal

Comparative/Temporal

Essive/Comparative

-pfiiri-r)-S9, -pfiiri-r)

-phyara-rj-sa, -phyara-g

-ma, -wa (N)

-bfianda (N)

-dfiin, -dfiikhin (N)

-rasa, -ras

-thoy, -thway

There is no case or number agreement on modifiers of nouns.

Verbs are inflected for aspect, tense, and mood. There are also numer-

ous non-finite verbal forms. Verbal suffixes are listed below, including a

few morphologically complex forms:

Non-past -m, -mu

Non-past Interrogative -m-e, -e

Perfective -ji, -i

Perfective Interrogative -la

Imperfective -ma, -wa, -6

Negative Anterior Imperfective -s-are, -s-ere

Past Anterior
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been borrowed from N, however, along with the lexical items that included

them. The most important of these are the stem extensions {-i-} for intran-

sitive verbs and {-9-} for transitive verbs.

2.3 Syntax

C is overwhelmingly head final, even in spontaneous speech. Case-

marking patterns are consistently ergative in all aspects, tenses, and moods.

There is no agreement, either within NPs or between arguments and verbs.

There are no grammatical voice distinctions and no argument-raising proc-

esses. Interrogative pronouns are not fronted; the special interrogative

verb affixes are used with information questions as well as with 'yes/ no'

questions.

Subordinate clauses are non-finite, save direct speech complements of

bfii- 'say'.

Nominalization with the morpheme {-wa} is used for a number of

grammatical functions, including the following: 7 simple nominalization

[i.e. naming activities and states], verb complementation, noun comple-

mentation, purpose clauses, relative clauses, non-relative attributives [e.g.

adverbs, locative nouns, case-marked nouns used attributively], agent and

patient nominals, attributive nominals [i.e.nominals formed from attribu-

tive expressions], the expression of the semantic predicate in verbal periph-

rasis, and, under certain conditions, as main verbs.

Additive or sequential conjunction of clauses is possible, but is a feature

borrowed from Nepali and is very rarely used. Temporal sequence is typi-

cally expressed by means of a construction involving the sequential con-

verb [conjunctive participle].8 Disjunctive coordination of clauses is both

possible and commonly used.

Ellipsis of arguments [zero anaphora], in particular the ellipsis of subject

and object arguments, is very common where these can be recovered from

preceding discourse or supplied by world-knowledge. Therefore, subject

pronouns are typically found only where contrast is intended.
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